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By JOE MCCART HY

Luxury travel and hospitality brands emphasized their superior ability to provide original
experiences in the first half of 2014.

Four Seasons customized planes and mattresses and The Peninsula Hotels cleaned up its
Web site for an immersive experience. Meanwhile, Starwood took a maverick approach
by embracing Google Glass, a technology that has yet to win over both consumers and
pundits.

Here are the top 10 travel and hospitality brand efforts from the first half of 2014, in
alphabetical order:
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Four Seasons  Aus tin "Boot Camp"

Four Seasons "Extraordinary Experiences"
Four Seasons is compiling top experiences from properties around the world for its new
"Extraordinary Experiences Collection" series.

The collection aims to immerse guests in a location's culture, which inevitably leads to a
wide range of potential options. Travelers have consistently professed that trips should
entail original experiences, and luxury hotel brands are fundamentally shifting to meet
this demand.

"With this collection of Extraordinary Experiences we’ve evolved our approach to offering
memorable experiential travel to our guests by focusing on delivering a local perspective
on exclusive and customized luxury travel," said Christopher Norton, executive vice
president of global product and operations at Four Seasons, Toronto (see story).

Clouding waiting for Four Seasons 'Jet

Four Seasons' private jet
Four Seasons is shoring up autonomy during its global travel programs by introducing a
branded 52-passenger jet.

The retrofitted Boeing 757 will begin flying passengers of bespoke journeys in February
2015. Many of the hotel chain's journeys bring guests to a new country every other day, so
being able to further curate a significant portion of the experience will reduce the chance
for mishaps and increase the chance for branded connections.

Four Seasons currently works with TCS Starquest to fly guests in a 757 Boeing for its
around-the-world trips that began in 2012. Since the plane model will stay the same, the
quality of travel should not change too much.
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However, the jet will be outfitted in Four Seasons-curated details to institute a branded
atmosphere. The interior and exterior have been designed by the team's design experts to
include touches such as handcrafted leather flatbed seats and branded logos on the tail
and fuselage (see story).

Four Seasons  bed

Four Seasons customizes mattresses
Four Seasons also teamed up with mattress manufacturer Simmons to bolster a dream-
friendly reputation by introducing customizable beds into its portfolio.

The hotel chain enlisted research group Ipsos to gain a better understanding of
consumers' sleep preferences and patterns. Furthermore, the brand hosted Twitter chats
on World Sleep Day March 14 with a number of sleep experts.

"Four Seasons has been revolutionizing sleep with constant innovations for more than
five decades, and we have always believed that understanding our guests' personal
preferences through highly customized products and service creates the kind of
experience our guests want and value," said Chris Hunsberger, executive vice president of
product and innovation at Four Seasons, Washington (see story).

The Chatham Bars  Inn garden

Leading Hotels' dedication to sustainable agriculture
Leading Hotels of the World is burnishing its credentials in the eyes of responsible
foodies with more farm-to-table options throughout its portfolio.

The brand has been on a quest to acquire farmland to take control of the produce that it
features in restaurants, which follows a growing trend among luxury hotel brands.
Consumers aware of the tremendous pressure placed on the environment by large-scale
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farming systems are demanding more sustainable practices from their favorite brands
(see story).

The New York Times enters the travel planning space
The New York Times is expanding its travel program to include 21 land-based tours that
further cement its position as an arbiter of taste and evinces the publisher's push for extra
streams of revenue.

The Times Journeys feature various destinations and are split between "Luxury Travel,"
"Active Travel" and "Focus On" to better accommodate the discerning interests of its
readers. Travel partners Abercrombie & Kent, Mountain Travel Sobek and Academic
Travel Abroad have joined the brand to help tailor the tours.

The New York Times provides regular travel insights in its Sunday Travel section, T  Travel
and Arts & Entertainments Guide. Over the years, the paper has developed a large
following and a reputation as a reliable source for travel suggestions.

Animating these insights and the voices of its  experts through actual trip planning seems
like a logical extension. Also, the organization has been searching for new revenue
streams ever since its print model sustained losses following the advent of digital news
(see story).

The Peninsula Hotels  Ringing in the Year of the Horse

The Peninsula Hotels new Web site
The Peninsula Hotels revamped its Web site with a cleaner look that consolidates
information and emphasizes visual content.

Guests that booked on the Web site between April 1 through July 31 will receive a room
upgrade and special welcome amenity and United States consumers will be entered for a
chance to win a three-night stay at the new Peninsula Paris, which opens August 1. The
new Web site espouses the popular trends of an airy feel, fewer pages and plenty of
images.

"We wanted to tell a more immersive brand story online and to showcase the vibrancy of
our hotels through interactive features and dynamic content, such as on our Moments and
PenCities sections," said Robert Cheng, vice president of marketing at The Peninsula
Hotels, Hong Kong.

"We also wanted to make booking much simpler and easier," he said (see story).
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SPG app for Google Glass

SPG for Google Glass
Starwood Hotels and Resorts is anticipating the potential surge in consumer interest
for wearables with a new Starwood Preferred Guest application for Google Glass.

Designed by the conglomerate's in-house team, the app leverages Google Glass's
functionality while carrying over basic components of its  conventional SPG app.
Starwood will likely be applauded by the growing number of wearable advocates who are
pushing to make Google Glass and similar items more mainstream.

"Innovation didn’t stop with the release of the smart phone or the tablet," said Chris
Holdren, senior vice president for SPG and digital at Starwood Hotels and Resorts
Worldwide, New York. "Glass complements our digital offerings from apps to mobile
web.

"The new app illustrates Starwood’s commitment to explore new technology and learn,"
he said. "Glass lets us in on the ground floor of the new wearable technology movement.

"The app is designed to assist travelers in each stage of their journey, from imaginative
destination exploration to practical logistics planning before, during, and after a visit, all
within a quick, easy, and streamlined format valued by on-the-go users of wearable
technology" (see story).

Ritz-Carlton, Abu Dhabi, Grand Canal

The Ritz-Carlton sparks LinkedIn discussions
The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company is sparking conversation on LinkedIn to communicate
the hotel brand’s customer experiences to small businesses.
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The 100-word thought-provoking posts will ignite conversation between the brand and its
followers. The project may gain a greater following of business professionals and create
strong relationships with small businesses in or around the brand’s locations.

There will be five, 100-word posts per week sparking a conversation among followers.
The objective is to share the brand’s knowledge and insight with its LinkedIn community
(see story).

Consumer checking in during Faberge's  Big Egg Hunt

Trump Hotel New York joins Fabergé’s egg hunt
Trump International Hotel & Tower New York at Central Park joined in on the fun of
Fabergé’s expansive Big Egg Hunt that entered the five boroughs with a family-friendly
package for Easter.

Fabergé’s charity initiative consisted of 275 decorative egg sculptures placed throughout
New York, with three of the eggs housed on-site at the Trump International. As consumers
searched the city for the mobile application-enhanced eggs, Trump received greater foot
traffic from locals and tourists hunting for points.

With its proximity to Central Park and Columbus Circle, both popular tourist attractions and
home to its own cluster of eggs, foot traffic to the area surrounding Trump International
increased as consumers searched to unlock as many eggs as possible using Fabergé’s
The Big Egg Hunt mobile app (see story).

XOJet Take Command campaign

XOJet rebranding
Private aviation company XOJet reframed its brand image with a client-first campaign led
by a Web site redesign and five brand rules of command.
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The "Take Command" campaign represented the largest media investment XOJet has
made to-date and seeks to propel the brand onto the radars of affluent consumers. As the
private aviation business approaches levels of business tantamount to before the 2008
economic crisis, brands with a coherent message can swoop into the underserved market
to grow their client-base.

"XOJet has always been about putting clients in control of their flying experience," said
Shari Jones, the senior vice president and chief marketing officer of XOJet, San
Francisco. "Our company was founded on the idea that you shouldn't have to invest a ton
of capital or take on the risk of ownership to enjoy an 'ownership-like experience" (see
story).

Final Take

Joe McCarthy, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York
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